We consider the issue of choosing a subset of locations to construct new housing developments maximizing the satisfaction of potential buyers. The allocation of demands to the selected locations is modeled by a choice model, based on the distance to the location, realestate prices and incomes. We study two robust counterparts of the optimal location problem, where uncertainty lies on demand volumes for the first one, and on customer preferences for the second one. In both cases, the parameters subject to uncertainty appear both in the objective function and constraints. The second robust model combines a scenario-based approach with nominal, price-centric and distance-centric scenarios on customers preferences, and an uncertainty budget approach that limits the number of cities that can deviate from the nominal scenario. Computational experiments are conducted on instances of the Paris region to analyze the tractability of the problem and its robust counterparts, and derive insights for the new housing development issue.
Introduction
Housing supply is a complex problem arising in multiple and diverse contexts. Driant (2011) , Gilbert (2011), and Sandoval (2012) all provide examples of different problematic situations related to housing supply. In France, housing supply is an important issue with a shortfall of 800,000 to 1 million dwellings in 2012 Driant (2012) . While housing policies mainly consist in building new housing, (Driant, 2011) addresses the existence of a mismatch between demand and offer.
At the same time, investments in new residential buildings have been increasing. To cite an example, in the U.S., the value of residential construction by the private sector alone has increased from $208 B in 1993 to $336 B in 2013 according to information from the United States Census Bureau (2014) . In France, the National Institute of Statistic and Economic Studies (INSEE) and Eurostat, the statistical office of the European Union, paint a similar picture: a somewhat stable number of new dwellings and constantly increasing construction costs as shown in Figures 1a and 1b. Failing efforts at solving this problem see a proliferation of inadequate housing encouraged by the rising prices and the social policies which exacerbate the original issue, prompting the need for a better solution as to what type of and where to build new housing units (Driant, 2011) . The issue of choosing locations for new housing developments in a network of possible sites can be seen as a more general facility location problem. The allocation of customers to the selected locations and the rules governing said allocation play a fundamental role in the solution of the problem.
Contrary to the supply chain sector where the decision-maker can assign supply sites to customers who are generally indifferent to the sourcing, in housing development the customers actually choose themselves their location to buy a flat, which naturally conducts to use a choice model based on consumers' utilities and willingness to buy (see the seminal paper of (Guadagni (1983) ) for the Multinomial Logit(MNL) choice model).
Choice models have already been used in the context of housing supply, but not in an optimization framework to our knowledge. Bulent and Kenneth (2005) and Pagliara et al (2010) propose the use of scoring methods to address the decision of buyers in the housing context. Pagliara et al (2010) use a Stated Preference model to estimate the willingness to pay of a specific buyer for each alternative available, which is then used to estimate the probability of choosing a housing unit. Similarly, Bulent and Kenneth (2005) propose a discrete choice model to compute this probability. Additionally, de Palma et al (2007) develop a model for residential location choice where capacity constraints are considered.
When dealing with optimization and especially facility location, Haase and Müller (2014) have tested different linearizations of the multinomial logit model (MNL) for the problem of selecting a subset of r sites maximizing coverage, i.e. the part of the demand that does not go to competitors. They found the formulation of Aros-Vera et al (2013) , which extends the simple formulation of Haase (2009) , to achieve the best performance. Later, in Müller and Haase (2014) they extend this model to include customer segmentation in the retail industry. They used segmentation to reduce the predictive bias of the MNL. In Haase (2009) , a linearization of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property of choice models was also proposed for the case of binary variables associated with opening a site or not.
When positioning our paper compared to the work of Haase and Muller, beyond our specific new housing context we can distinguish two main features:
(i) Their work deals with maximizing the total demand covered, where part of the demand can flow to competitors. In our work all demands flow to the set of sites of the new housings developer as we consider well-identified customers engaged in a program, but to avoid dropouts we maximize the average satisfaction of potential buyers.
(ii) We introduce a robustness approach where uncertainty lies on customers' demands and preferences. Due to (i), the robust model has the particularity that the demand parameters subject to uncertainty appear both in the constraints and the objective function.
Robustness approaches are natural for strategic facility location since decisions have a long term impact which is subject to uncertainty. The facility location literature typically considers uncertainty in demand quantities and service costs (Alumur et al, 2012; Baron et al, 2011; Gülpinar et al, 2013; Snyder, 2006) . Snyder (2006) provides an extensive review of the literature on facility location under uncertainty where problems are classified according to the type of objective function stochastic location problems (mean-outcome models, probabilistic guaranties, where information on the underlying probability distribution of the uncertainty is required), and robust location problems. Baron et al (2011) and Gülpinar et al (2013) deal with a robustness formulation of facility location problems. Baron et al (2011) model a location problem under box and ellipsoidal uncertainty, comparing the results in terms of number of facilities used, capacity assigned to them, and profit change w.r.t. the nominal solution. The authors also test different distribution functions for the demand and different conservativeness of the solution. Gülpinar et al (2013) address the issue of uncertainty in the distribution functions and asymmetric uncertainty sets. The authors explore the impact of the estimated moments of the distributions and that of the cost parameters. Alumur et al (2012) deal with the uncertainty in costs using a minimization of regret approach over a set of scenarios while the uncertainty in demands is handled using stochastic optimization. As mentioned before, this paper focuses on demand uncertainty.
As for robust optimization approaches in general, let us cite the minimax approach (Bertsimas and Sim, 2004) , minimax regret, p-robustness (Gabrel et al, 2013) and the review of (Gabrel et al, 2014) . See also the papers of Billionnet, Costa, and Poirion (2014) and Gabrel and Murat (2010) dealing with uncertainty on the right hand-sides of constraints (column-wise uncertainty instead of row-wise). Recently, Denoyel et al (2014) also studied a robust selection problem for healthcare using a choice model, but using a fractional formulation instead of linear formulation of the IIA property.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the optimization problem and the underlying choice model for customers' willingness to buy in a given location. Section 3 describes the robust counterparts of the location problem, where uncertainty lies first on demand volumes, then on customers preferences. Section 4 reports numerical results on a study in the Paris region and provides an analysis of the results as well as managerial insights for new housing development.
Problem statement
We consider a set of demand sources indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with D i the number of potential buyers of source i interested in new housing, and V = i D i the total number of potential buyers. Note that indices i can aggregate multiple smaller demand sources, in order to keep the optimization problem tractable. The set of possible locations for constructing new housing developments is indexed by j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, with a variable cost c j per housing unit built in location j (which is mainly a construction cost but can include other variable costs such as local taxes and management costs). The total cost of constructed housings should not exceed a given budget B, and the number of selected locations should be no more than a given bound P , to avoid providing potential buyers a plethoric offer and to limit high fixed costs associated with opening multiple programs. Finally, the choice model that computes the volumes flowing from demand sources to selected locations, requires to know customer preference data, namely the utility u ij of a potential buyer from demand source i for choosing location j. In a choice model where all locations would be open, the probability p ij that i chooses location j is given by equation (1)
where the utility u ij aggregates criteria or attributes based on the characteristics of the housing unit, and the preferences of the potential buyer. Pagliara et al (2010) relate u ij to the price of the housing unit, cost of traveling, location in the city, type of dwelling, among others. Bulent and Kenneth (2005) also consider the property tax of the location. As in the literature, we consider the utility as a linear combination of L locations characteristics and their relative value to the potential customers, so that
where a l ij is the value of criterion l that a customer from demand source i perceives from choosing location j, and w l ij is a coefficient associated with criterion l, which can be a regression parameter or a weight. In this paper we mainly focus on price and distance attributes, as will be detailed later.
Since the subset of constructed locations is not known in advance, we introduce binary decision variables y j = 1 if location j is selected for constructing new housing, 0 otherwise. The utilities are used to compute the distribution flows x ij , i.e., the fraction of the demand of source i that flows from source i to location j:
Distribution flow x ij , as the ratio of two linear functions of variables y j , is non linear. The New Housing Location Problem (NHLP) considered in this paper can be formulated as follows.
The objective function (4) maximizes the average utility of the potential buyers, in order to avoid drop-outs as much as possible. Constraints (5) and (6) are the budget constraints for the construction of the whole set of new developments. Constraints (7) assign the total demand of a source node to the selected locations, and distribution flows are modeled by (8). In the spirit of Haase, we use the Irrelevance of Independent Alternatives (IIA) property of choice models to linearize the above formulation as follows.
Proposition 2.1. Non-Linear model (3)- (9) is equivalent to the following Linear Programming formulation NHLP:
Proof. The linearization relies on the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property of the MNL. IIA has been previously identified in the literature and simply states that equations (3) are equivalent to x ij /x ik = e uij /e u ik for all (j, k) such that y j = y k = 1. This can be formulated by linear constraints (15) and (16) similarly as in Haase (2009) . Indeed, if y j = 0 then x ij = 0 by (15) so equations (3) are true for all (i, j) in that case. If y j = 1, then for all k such that y k = 1, by (16) we get x ij e u ik = x ik e uij so there exists a > 0 such that, given i, x ik /e u ik = a for all k. By summing over all k one obtains a =
. Since x ij = a e uij y j we get equation (8).
Note that the NHLP model contains m(n + 1) variables and O(nm 2 ) constraints of type (16). Section 4 will report numerical experiments to analyze the tractability of the above formulation, and the consistency of optimal locations with the attributes of the choice model, which will be described more precisely in that section. The next section presents a Robust Optimization (RO) approach for the New Housing Development Problem.
Robust Optimization formulations for the NHLP
We consider uncertainty on the demand data of Model NHLP, both volumes and customer preferences. It is quite common in the literature of Robust Optimization to consider variations in demands. Especially in new housing development, demands are more customers intents than real orders, as the locations are not chosen yet. Moreover, given the duration of the process from development planning to building/selling the units in it, said intentions are subject to change. Decisions that are robust to uncertainty on demands are thus more than needed for protecting oneself from possible variations. Before providing a robust formulation of NHLP, we briefly review the core of Robust Optimization in the sense of Bertsimas and Sim.
The Robust Optimization approach
The research by Bertsimas and Sim (2004) is the basis of this approach. This methodology has been previously used to address uncertainty in diverse contexts: Alvarez et al (2014) deal with yield uncertainty; Zokaee et al (2014) tackle a supply chain design with uncertainty in demands, costs, and supplies; Bohle et al (2010) solve a scheduling problem with uncertainty in productivity; and Bertsimas and Thiele (2006) address an inventory problem with uncertain demands.
In the remainder of this section we present Bertsimas and Sim's results as they apply to our problem. For a linear problem (P) of the form max c x : Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0, where wlog only A is subject to uncertainty, we note A = {Ã ∈ R m×n |ã ij ∈ [a ij −â ij , a ij +â ij ] ∀ i, j, a ij is the nominal value of the coefficient (i, j) of the constraint matrix, andâ ij is the maximum variation around this value. Contrary to Bertsimas and Sim (2004) , in this brief review we restrict the notation to the case x ≥ 0 as it is the case for NHLP.
Bertsimas and Sim consider a budget of uncertainty, Γ i , controlling the maximum number of coefficients (i, j) where the variationâ ij can be realized. The Robust counterpart of (P) is the following program:
For a given vector x, the protection against the uncertainty inã ij is given by the function
and equals the objective function of the following linear program:
Bertsimas and Sim showed the optimal solution of the above problem consists of Γ i variables z ij equal to 1 and one variable equal to Γ i − Γ i which is equivalent to the selection of a subset
The maximum protection achieved by the function β i (x, Γ i ) corresponds to the worst case scenario with an uncertainty budget Γ i . This result is obtained through the dualization of β i (x, Γ i )
The main result of Bertsimas and Sim is summarized in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Bertsimas and Sim):
The Robust counterpart of the generic problem (P) can be formulated as the following Linear Program:
where Γ i is the uncertainty budget for constraint i, and J is the set of parameters subject to uncertainty. We now describe the robust counterpart of the NHLP when there is uncertainty on demand volumes first, then on customer utilities. Demands and utilities have in common that they both appear in the objective function and the budget constraint, which requires to define two categories of deviation variables in each robust model.
Uncertainty on demand volumes
We first consider uncertainty on demands such
A robust approach with this respect seeks to maximize the worst-case average utility of potential buyers over all possible variations of the demand parameters, while ensuring feasibility of the solution in any case which, given a subset of selected locations, is only critical for the budget constraint (12).
Note that, since demand data D i do not intervene in equations (16), the proportion of demand x ij is not affected by fluctuations to D i . Model NHLP can then be rewritten with a protection function β(x, Γ), where Γ is the uncertainty budget, to ensure feasibility, and a function δ(x, Γ) to protect the objective as:
Note that, despite the fact that the same parameter D i varies in the objective function and the budget constraint, one actually needs two sets of variables z i and z i in the above model since the deviation vector z that achieves the worst added cost for the budget constraint is generally not the same that achieves the worst loss of utility in the objective function.
Proposition 3.1. The robust counterpart of model NHLP (11)- (18) is the following model R-NHLP
Proof. In the sense of Bertsimas and Sim (2004) , the protection function β(x, Γ) for (20) is the optimal value of the problem:
where dual variable q β is associated with the uncertainty budget constraint, and each dual variable r β i is associated with constraint z i ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Similarly, the protection function δ(x, Γ) for (19) is the optimal value of:
In some way, the above robust model is a simple extension of the robustness approach of Bertsimas and Sim (2004) where uncertainty impacts not only constraints but also the objective function; it will provide interesting insights though for new housing developments as shown in the numerical results section. The case when uncertainty lies on customer preferences or utilities is, to our mind, quite original on a purely research point of view, as we mix a scenario-based approach and a Γ-budget approach. This strategy leads to a more complex formulation where the distribution flows need to be modeled by specific variables and constraints for each scenario, given the particular structure of the choice model.
Uncertainty on customer utilities
The impact of uncertainty on customers' utilities is twofold: a direct impact on the objective function, which can be addressed as in the previous section, with the added consideration of updating the proportion of demand flowing from each demand source to the chosen locations. Contrary to the previous section where demand volumes are continuous within their variation range as in Bertsimas and Sim (2004) , we choose to discretize the set of possible scenarios for utilities, for two main reasons. On one hand, considering continuous utilities leads to intractable non-linearity of the IIA constraints (16). On the other hand, since utilities are generally hard to calibrate in a multinomial logit choice model, we structure the uncertainty focusing on the two main criteria that drive customer preferences for new housing: distance (d) and price (p). Hence we consider for each demand source a base (nominal) scenario and two variants: one scenario that is more distance-centric than the base scenario, and one that is more price-centric.
Let us now describe more precisely the characteristics of utilities u ij for our housing problem, and which part of the utility that is impacted by uncertainty. We consider in expression (2) that the locations differentiate from one another through the level of the attributes, a l ij which depend on both i and j, but the coefficient or weight w 
The nominal scenario partly depends on the characteristics of the demand source, e.g. low income households are very sensitive to prices, whereas higher income would lead to a more distancecentric behaviour. Therefore, the nominal scenario being the most likely one, only a limited number of demand sources Γ ∈ N are allowed to deviate from this base scenario. This leads to add the uncertainty budget constraint
As uncertainty holds both in the budget constraint and the objective function, we need to duplicate the above variables z (21)- (28):
Unlike in Bertsimas and Sim (2004) , we keep both positive and negative deviations from the estimated parameter since the direction of the objective function cannot be inferred directly from the direction of change in the parameter. Furthermore, the uncertainty subproblem to be dualized is no longer a classical knapsack problem due to this fact. (21)- (28) can be linearized in a similar matter as that proposed by Bertsimas and Sim using protection functions. (22), and analogously (21), can be rewritten with a deterministic and an uncertain component as
We now show that we can substitute the above 0 − 1 subproblem with its linear relaxation. Doing so, we can replace the linear relaxation of the subproblem by its dual program in the model and find an equivalent formulation. We can then linearize (21)- (28) in the sense of Bertsimas and Sim (2004) .
Proposition 3.2. The robust counterpart of (21)- (28) is the following model uR-NHLP
Proof. We illustrate the linearization of the equations regarding uncertainty (21)- (22) with the budget constraint (22) for simplicity. By Lemma 3.1 when dualizing the linear relaxation of subproblem (29)- (32) we indeed obtain the optimal value of its binary 0-1 counterpart. The linear relaxation of this subproblem is equivalent through dualization to :
which can be substituted in (22). The same reasoning holds for (21).
We end this subsection by studying a variant of the problem where demand sources have asymmetric uncertainty budgets. Indeed, following the Γ-robustness framework developed by Bertsimas and Sim, we previously defined the different elements of the scenario set as deviations from a base (most likely) scenario. One can consider however in the housing context that it is more likely to deviate to the price-centric scenario than the distance-centric scenario, or the reverse. In this case, we need to differentiate uncertainty budgets, i.e., set a distinct Γ s for each scenario s. This provides subproblem (34)-(37).
We show that, as in the general case, replacing the above 0 − 1 subproblem by its linear relaxation does not change the problem, so the dualization process remains valid also in that case.
Lemma 3.2. The linear relaxation of subproblem (34)- (37) has an optimal solution such that z
Proof. We transform the constraints using slack variables into
. . , n. In this standard form the LP has 3n + 2 variables and n + 2 constraints. Therefore there are at most n + 2 non-zero basis variables. There are three cases w.r. • Maximum number of locations allowed for development P ∈ {2, 4, 6}
t variables (sl
• Customers' utilities computed from one of two behavioral traits: {distance-centric, pricecentric}
The utility combines two criteria a d and a p with weight vector w:
• Distance ratio : a d ij is the ratio of the distance between i and j and the average distance from i to all sites (a small ratio is preferred)
• Relative deviation of Real-estate price vs Purchasing Power: a p ij is the deviation in % between the real-estate price per meter-square at location j, denoted by p j , and the price that demand node i would be willing to pay given its income (Purchasing Power, noted P P i ), where a small deviation is preferred:
Let us give more details on how purchasing powers (PP) were estimated in our study. We denote by v i the city of demand source i. The INSEE French institute provides income data for two different population segments in each city: non-taxed (lower-income) and taxed (higher-income) households. We set P P i = p vi if i corresponds to the lower-income population segment of city v i , and P P i = ( Ii /Īi)p vi if i corresponds to the higher-income population of city v i , where I i is the average income of segment i andĪ i is the average income of city v i . Indeed, we make the assumption that the average PP of the lower-income segment is the average real-estate price of the city this population lives in, but the higher-income segment has a higher PP, with a multiplicative factor which is the ratio between the segment income and the city income. 
Numerical results for the non-robust model NHLP
In this section we present computational results for model NHLP. We analyze the consistency of solutions with the defining assumptions of the choice model, and explore its tractability. Table  2 shows numerical results on instances considering m = 15 potential sites for new developments, n ∈ {30, 60} and P ∈ 2, 4, 6. v * is the optimal value, IGap is the ratiov/v * , wherev is the value of the linear relaxation, Ts is CPU time in seconds, and #Sites is the number of sites actually selected in the optimal solution. The complexity of the problem naturally increases with each parameter, however, the number P of sites to select seems to have a particularly high impact. Additionally to the parameters described in 4.1, we tested the model against four budgetary levels. For a given cost vector c, we computed its median (2Q), mean (c), 3rd Quartile (3Q), and mean plus standard deviation (c + σ c ) as average budget per housing unit, so that B/V ∈ {c 2Q ,c, c 3Q ,c + σ c }. We consistently find larger integrality gaps on instances with smaller budgets ((c 2Q ,c)). The computation times however are generally shorter for these instances. Furthermore, it points to a prevalence of high income potential buyers. On the lower level of the figure, the left side shows the relative Purchasing Power (PP) for the high income-segments. A comparison with the right-hand side shows that the demand sources with the highest PP from the high income-segment also present the highest PP from the low income-segment. Figure 3 shows the result of the optimization model with demand sources which are also potential locations ( ), and locations selected for new developments ( with some specific color). Additionally, the figure draws, in form of a pie chart, the fraction of demand (x ij ) flowing from each demand source to the selected locations (y j = 1). As could have been expected, the choice of new development locations was influenced by the concentration of demand in the southern region. The consistency of model NHLP can be appreciated by comparing the top and bottom halves of Figure 3 . When the utility is mainly driven by the distance criterion (top half of figure 3), we can see similar distributions of demands when comparing the two segments (low-income and high-income) of a given city. This is logical as these two segments mainly differ by their purchasing power but the price is not the main choice criterion for the d-centric case, so income has a minor impact contrary to the p-centric case (bottom half of the figure).
Numerical results for uncertainty on demands
In this section we present the impact of demand uncertainty on NHLP using the R-NHLP robust model. The main findings in Table 3 highlight the usefulness of a robust model when dealing with uncertainty. For each original (nominal) instance with demand vectorD, we generated 25 "deviated" instances noted t = 1, . . . function, the number of infeasibilities, and the number of times solutions achieved optimality. We call∆ R the average loss of customer satisfaction (utility) of the robust solution y R over runs t = 1, . . . , 25, when compared to the value v * t of the optimal solution of deviated instance t:
where v t (y) is the value of solution y on deviated instance t. Similarly, we compute the average loss of satisfaction∆ N achieved by the nominal solution y N :
We consider both the budget constraint (12) and the flow definition constraints (16) to be truly binding. In this way, if a solution y R or y N is infeasible, then the satisfaction derived from it is 0. Table 3 shows the effect of uncertainty on customer satisfaction with average losses∆ R ,∆ N .
Generally, this loss is greater in the price-centric case. This can be explained by the interaction between the demand and the budget constraint which reduces feasibility. The initial setting of parameters Γ andD also has an impact. Not surprisingly, enlarging Γ (10 vs 5) or the maximum demand deviationD (+30%D vs +15 %D) generates higher losses of satisfaction, mainly when the resources (B) are scarce as reported in the table. When comparing y R , which always remains feasible, and y N , it evidences a greater need for a robust formulation for tighter budget constraints (scenarios c 2Q andc), as shown by the larger number of unfeasible repetitions (#inf) occurring with y N . Finally, the number of times y R and y N achieved optimality tells us that the advantages of using the robust model R-NHLP diminish when the budget constraint is less tight (scenarios c 3Q andc + σ c ). 
Numerical results for uncertainty on utilities
In this section we focus on the robust model uR-NHLP where uncertainty lies on customer utilities. We classify the demand sources into two groups:
• Lower-than-average income: demand sources i with I i <Ī, whereĪ is the average income over all cities, are considered more sensitive to price and better described by w 0 = {1/3, 2/3}.
• Higher-than-average income: demand sources with I i >Ī are considered more sensitive to distance than price, and assigned a nominal weight vector w 0 = {2/3, 1/3} In Table 4 we see again that the robust solution y R is more interesting than the nominal solution y N when the uncertainty budget Γ is quite large and the budget constraint is in the tightest scenario B = nc 2Q . The nominal solution starts to be infeasible for some of the 25 deviated instances from Γ = 15, i.e. 0.5n, and is very often infeasible for greater Γ (# inf = 10 out of 25 for Γ = 20, and inf = 17 out of 25 for Γ = 25. Nevertheless, for smaller values of Γ, the nominal solution behaves very well with no infeasible solution and a higher proportion of best solutions. We can conclude that the price of robustness, i.e. the price to pay for systematic feasibility, seems to be higher for uncertainty on utilities.
Conclusion
We have presented a robust approach for selecting new housing programs, where uncertainty lies first on demand volumes, then on customer utilities. We showed that when uncertainty lies on utilities with a discrete set of deviation scenarios from the nominal data, the robustness subproblem with binary variables can be replaced by its linear relaxation with no consequence on the original model, which enables to use the classical dualization method. Since consumer behaviors are modeled by a choice model, we used the Irrelevance of Independent Alternatives (IIA) property to describe the flows from demand sources to selected sites in our models, which are reformulated in a linear way. Numerical experiments on data of the Paris region show from which level of the uncertainty budget and which degree of tightness of the budget constraint, the robust model starts to be more accurate than just using the optimal solution of the nominal problem, that becomes more and more infeasible when these parameters increase. To our knowledge, this paper is the first contribution of optimization to selecting new housing programs with a choice model, beyond the robustness aspect.
